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Let Us Draw Near
1977

drawing upon his experience in teaching this material over the past
twenty five years in forty countries ron man provides a rich and deep
examination of biblical worship drawing principles out of a rigorous study
of the text of scripture he also writes as a practitioner from the
perspective of one who served as a church worship pastor for twenty two
years features distinguishing this book from other similar studies include
1 a tracing of the foundational revelation and response pattern through
the scriptures 2 a more thorough treatment of new testament texts than
is often found 3 a comprehensive treatment of the crucial role of jesus
christ as the true leader of our worship 4 a consideration of worship as it
relates to world missions and 5 a concluding summary of twelve biblical
principles of worship synthesizing the results of the study

Let Us Draw Near
2023-09-28

author john white takes us on a journey through ten of the most
significant prayers in history all recorded in the bible we listen in as
abraham pleads for sodom and gomorrah as david confesses his sin as
hannah prays for a child as paul intercedes for others and as jesus
poured his heart out to his heavenly father white explores the prayers of
abraham jacob moses job daniel david hannah paul and jesus giving us a
window on prayer and the god to whom we pray a god who is interested
in two way communication

Daring to Draw Near
2000-09

what comes into your mind when you hear the phrase communion with
god sitting cross legged eyes closed arms outstretched humming losing
yourself in emotional ecstasy being ushered into another dimension
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centering rituals emptying your mind and hearing audible voices from
god through a series of meditations on several biblical passages scott
aniol demonstrates that communion with god is not mystical or
mysterious rather communion with god is rooted in the gospel of jesus
christ clearly communicated throughout the scriptures and absolutely
vital for a fruitful christian life that brings god ultimate glory

Draw Near
2020-03-04

in drawing near john bevere invites readers to explore a life of intimacy
with god emphasizing the need for obedience he urges us to practice just
as we would practice anything we hope to improve our communication
with the holy spirit understanding that prayer is a dialogue not a
monologue bevere encourages us to listen at the father s feet study
questions in each chapter offer opportunity for reflection and a how to
draw near to god section offers practical steps toward developing true
intimacy with him

Drawing Near
2006-02-05

i am excited that you desire to draw near to god this bible study is for
everyone who seeks to know god desires to learn his nature and longs to
respond to him this 30 day bible study can be used for 30 consecutive
days in a month or it can be used intermittently as your schedule allows
we will explore who god is to us by looking at 30 characteristics of god
the choice to know god is ours to know the heart of god requires
investment of our time heart and a willingness to seek him when we
hunger after the living god and draw near to him he is faithful to draw
near to us and to reveal himself to us this bible study guide is easy to use
30 days of study can be consecutive or intermittent to fit your schedule
for all christians from all backgrounds and denominations answer the
hunger of your heart to know god more god the father god the son jesus
christ and god the holy spirit each day includes a prepare heart god s
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insights keys to understanding a prayer a small section for you to take
notes and take away action points

Draw Near
2022-07-18

in this classic exploration of the scriptures andrew murray leads the
reader to a complete understanding of the significance and reality of the
power of the shed blood of christ astounding results can take place in
your life once you have learned about the power of the blood of jesus and
come to understand how to use it in coping with life s difficult situations
this mighty weapon of spiritual warfare holds the secret to a victorious
life

The Power of the Blood of Christ
2004-12-01

this inspirational coffee table book is meant to encourage you in your
walk with god full of scripture verses quotes short true stories practical
tips and beautiful photos it will inspire you for those who have never
come to god through his son jesus christ the gospel proclamation is also
included what a wonderful promise what an incredible truth that as we
draw near to god he will draw near to us

Draw Near to God
2020-12-04

drawing upon his experience in teaching this material over the past
twenty five years in forty countries ron man provides a rich and deep
examination of biblical worship drawing principles out of a rigorous study
of the text of scripture he also writes as a practitioner from the
perspective of one who served as a church worship pastor for twenty two
years features distinguishing this book from other similar studies include
1 a tracing of the foundational revelation and response pattern through
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the scriptures 2 a more thorough treatment of new testament texts than
is often found 3 a comprehensive treatment of the crucial role of jesus
christ as the true leader of our worship 4 a consideration of worship as it
relates to world missions and 5 a concluding summary of twelve biblical
principles of worship synthesizing the results of the study

Let Us Draw Near
2023-09-28

draw near is a six week devotional journey with an optional small group
study to help you learn to truly and rightly worship the living god the lord
invites us to live lives of intimacy and worship you will be challenged to
strengthen your relationship with god and his people to draw near best
used with the companion draw near video series

Draw Near
2019-02-15

prayer is a major biblical topic the bible teaches readers the nature
purposes intentions and practical applications of prayer in diverse
circumstances and situations the bible presents different expressions of
prayer major examples of prayers presuppositions of prayer various
types of prayer god s diverse answers to different prayers in different
circumstances and nonverbal gestures about prayer this book attempts
to deal with difficult issues such as imprecation or curse prayers address
controversial biblical passages and concepts such as ps 51 or rom 8 26
27 and emphasize important similar connections between different
biblical texts such as 1 sam 2 1 10 ps 113 5 9 luke 1 46 55 2 sam 7 18 29
or 1 chr 17 16 27

Lord, Teach Us to Pray
2023-07-07

can something so painful even tragic actually be god s way of blessing as
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believers we generally expect good things to happen in our lives we
expect a blessing upon blessing because we love god and he loves us
and we form an expectation of prosperity relational emotional and
physical and when the tragedy strikes and we enter a season of
unwanted changes and suffering we are shocked angry disappointed and
confused we start doubting god s love and his good intentions and plans
we begin questioning his ways and methods we don t understand it is
difficult to reconcile the pain we feel with what we know about god this
encouraging book aims to help you not only identify and accept specific
losses but to realize that painful experiences could be the birthplace of
blessings we lose something but there is more to gain what is god using
your pain for with great candor and kind compassion hadassah treu has
penned a transforming balm of hope for the hurting heart draw near is a
loving invitation to release pain for gain to let go yes of the pain of any
life loss for the gain that god plants into our desperate teardrops a
remarkable blend of devotional bible study and storytelling this gentle
guide will help the wounded move from the struggle to control to the
sweet gift of god s comfort and strength it s a healing oil of love for
wounded souls patricia raybon christy award winning author of god is our
help from our daily bread publishing and the annalee spain mysteries
from tyndale fiction winner of the encouraging blogger award of 2020
hadassah is an international christian author blogger and poet and
contributor to several faith based platforms and award winning
devotional and poetry anthologies she is a compel proverbs 31 blog
writer freelancing community group leader and a blogger voices network
contributor her writing is featured on in courage proverbs 31 ministries
her view from home living by design ministries thoughts about god today
s christian living and other popular sites

The Conclusion of the New Testament
1985

are you longing for a deeper relationship with god are you wondering
how to draw near to him for anyone who wants to know god in a deeper
way draw near to god 100 bible verses to deepen your faith provides a
simple and profound way to connect god s word to your faith life
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Draw Near
2024-03-15

why draw near to god god makes a promise to us in james 4 8 he says if
we will draw near tohim that he will draw near to us what an amazing
promise god isn ttalking about physical proximity of course but a life of
personal intimatefellowship with him yet this promise is conditional it
requires somethingon our part we must first draw near to him god seeks
this relationship even to the sacrificing of his son romans 5 8 says but
god shows his lovefor us in that while we were still sinners christ died for
us so the questionis do we desire this close relationship this nearness this
study is designedto help us fulfill our part perhaps we should ask what
are some of theblessings that are received from a close relationship with
god

Draw Near to God
2019-08-06

many christians don t disciple others because they think it s the church
leaders responsibility but jesus commanded all his disciples to go and
make disciples if we re honest many of us hesitate to disciple others
because we don t feel qualified fear we ll do more harm than good and
think we don t have time for it yolanda solomon provides a practical
guide to help us become disciples who are empowered by jesus to make
disciples through biblical exposition and personal narrative solomon
describes the beauty of discipleship in a way that will re ignite your
passion to disciple others discipleship as holy collaboration describes the
traits of a disciple and examines how disciples are made as people
encounter a love that empowers and compels them to continue jesus
mission she walks us through the life of jesus pointing out numerous
examples of embodied discipleship that we can implement in our own
context solomon describes jesus call to make disciples as an invitation to
collaborate with god in a sacred group project the book also includes a
discussion guide and multiple step by step praxis activities to encourage
and equip you to answer the call
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The Late Rev. J. D.... in the Pulpit and at
the Communion Table. [A Selection of
Letters and Sermons by J. D.] With
Biographical Supplement. Edited by D.
Brown
1874

publisher s introductory back in the eighteen and early nineteen
hundreds there were a group of men known as the plymouth brethren
these men had many writings and many of them were taken from
lectures given in many areas and at different times during this era some
were given in different languages and then translated into english i have
taken many of these writings and messages and formatted them so they
could be read on tablets and phones in other words they are in epub and
mobi formats i have set up indexes with headers and have enabled text
to speech i then run them through a checker to make sure the ebook
format is without errors in doing this i have produced a high quality
product for a very low price these are not just scanning of old writings
but have been completely redone by hand i started doing this for my own
private use i found there were others who wanted them also so after
praying about it and contacting publishers who already got permission to
use all these writings and lectures i too got permission via email which i
have on file i now have over 230 of these writings in ebook format on
amazon for the kindle and on google play for the android os hopefully this
number will keep increasing as time goes on prefatory note there is no
introduction to the epistle to the hebrews and little need for any preface
here where christ is the absorbing theme everything must yield to him
and explanations are out of place the main themes of the book are the
person of christ his priesthood and sacrifice and the place into which he
has introduced his people everything is measured by these standards
and loyalty to him is the crucial test for all that would claim attention in
these closing days of the church s history where there is a strong
tendency back into that which apes judaism a carnal religion without
divine power and where the person of our lord is lightly esteemed if not
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absolutely degraded it is to be hoped that this little book will serve to call
back the thoughts of his people to one who is worthy of all their attention
allegiance and worship may the lord graciously use it solely to the glory
of his own peerless name s ridout

Forty Sermons Upon Several Occasions
1676

meditations on life and livingborn out of love for god are basic but simple
testimonials in story format with scripture as the catalyst and theme for
their birth how many times have you sat alone somewhere just reflecting
on the simplicity of lifehow blessed you are from where you came
compared to where you are now author elois wilform malcolm brings
these everyday things to life it will seem as though you are right there by
her side witnessing what she does in her own mind seeing feeling
understanding her point of view as she correlates biblical scriptures into
her reflections and how your understanding of scripture can be a driving
force for you own life meditations on life and livingborn out of love for
god will allow you to relive your past reflect on the glory of your present
and marvel at your future when you realize the joy happiness
contentment and peace of mind you attain through a life with god you
will see where you were before salvation understand who you are in your
salvation and strive to be even better through salvation you will see how
scriptures are being brought to light through everyday life situations wait
till you read catchy titles such as throw down your rocks the fragrance of
christ or wake up everybody you will find excitement in the directions
each testimonial meditation will take you reading these meditation will
bring about purpose for studying the bible which is not to know the bible
but to know god the bible is not a book of rules but a book of principles
which are clearly and simply brought out through these meditations we
get to know god through his word his spirit our experiences and through
prayer may you be blessed

Fifty sermons delivered by the Rev. Robert
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Hall, M. A. chiefly during the last five years
of his ministry, from notes taken at the
time of their delivery, by the Rev. T.
Grinfield
1843

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its
age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting
preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality
modern editions that are true to the original work

Drawing Nearer to God
2018-04-15

is there an idea or a dream that is lingering in the back of your mind this
christmas season asks the reverend robert h schuller in joy to the world
inspirational christmas messages from america s preachers is there some
long lost hope that you just cannot forget god often comes through these
thoughts it is god at work in you track what we call our good fortune and
we shall see god clearly in our lives says the reverend gardner c taylor in
his message he asked the question did you ever sit among your family
and strangely feel a thankfulness which made you somewhat
shamefacedly brush a tear away you heard the angels sing christmas is a
time of establishing and celebrating many traditions begins the reverend
paula white in her reflection this is but a sampling of dozens of messages
on the true meaning of christmas included in this first book to celebrate
the spirituality of christmas by bringing together a diverse collection of
messages from christian leaders from across the country contributors to
this collection represent congregations from hawaii to new york to atlanta
and all the regions surrounding and in between these inspirational words
are from men and women who minister to and console young and old
from all walks of life and who reflect the range of ethnicities and christian
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religious traditions that characterizes america today this timeless
treasure trove of inspiration and teaching has something for everyone
and is the perfect gift for the season of giving joy to the world shares the
spirit of christmas throughout the year

The waves of this troublesome world [by
M.A.M ].
1878

this book was written so that readers can learn key truths in order to
grow in the lord life can be busy chaotic and overwhelming key truths
and applications for a christ like walk will help readers regain focus on
jesus to have a deeper relationship with the lord it discusses promises in
the bible seeks the deconstruction of verses to see what god really
meant for us to learn and teaches key points and practical applications so
the words aren t just read but internalized the book s goal is to spur
change through the truths found in god s word

Discipleship as Holy Collaboration
2024-05-14

draw near to god and he will draw near to you with this compelling
invitation from the letter of james 4 8 we are encouraged to come into
the lords presence assured that he too delights in being with us in fact as
much as we seek to draw near to god even more does he long to draw
near to us james words provide us with the theme for the 2014 prayer
journal draw near to god what better way is there to do this than through
daily prayer and scripture reading and a prayer journal is a wonderful tool
to help us record our thoughts reflections petitions and answered prayers
during our time with the lord each day the 2014 prayer journal includes a
scripture verse or quotation from a saint or well known spiritual writer on
each page a complete listing of the mass readings for each day of the
year ample space for writing an inspiring selection of prayers and
quotations at the beginning of each month
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The Epistle to the Hebrews
2015-04-18

introduced with scripture verses and engaging stories these 52
devotionals inspire couples to draw closer through faith conversations

Meditations on Life and Living...Born out of
Love for God
2014-01-16

a dictionary of the choctaw language based on orginal artifcats
transcripts and primary source material

Let Us Draw Nigh! the Way to a Life
Abiding Continually in the Secret of God's
Presence
2009-07

the epistle to the hebrews offers a profound high christology and makes
an awe inspiring contribution to our understanding of jesus as our high
priest including thirty four homilies from john chrysostom and
commentary from other church fathers from around the world this accs
volume offers a rich treasure of ancient wisdom from hebrews for the
enrichment of the church today

Calvin's Commentary on the Epistle of
James
1797

protect the harvest defend the harvester talks about the conversion of a
journalist who was very much against the rise of the modern day church
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particularly the prophetic movement and the so called prosperity gospel
preachers in his attempt to discredit the preachers the journalist has a
heavenly encounter which transforms his views and alters his spiritual
course at a later stage while the journalist is travelling to dr congo from
zambia god shows him a vision and speaks to him about the need to
protect the harvest protect the granary and defend the harvester s an
interesting encounter and valuable reading as he outlines how the media
in today s world is conspiring to discredit the church and soil the
characters of the servants of god he talks of how the church is under
attack from the enemy within and without he likens the gossiper inside
church to weevils a fascinating read a powerful and exhilarating
testimony of an amazing encounter with god pastor rikki doolan
superintendent osborn institute of theology osbourninstitute com an
amazing testimony accompanied by very powerful teaching the world
needs this at this very moment apostle max matonhodze planetministries
org uk a captivating testimony that carries you through a journey and
teaches you the deep things about visions brilliant pongo has
demonstrated an amazing way of teaching and testifying indeed this
book is testament to that it is a great read the financial gazette fingaz co
zw

Sermons
1802

Joy to the World
2006-11-21

Metropolitan Pulpit and Homiletic Monthly
1886
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Key Truths and Applications for A Christ-
Like Walk
2015-03-27

Draw Near to God-Prayer Journal 2014
2013-07-01

The Primitive Church (or Baptist) Magazine
1858

Closer
2009-10

A Dictionary of the Choctaw Language
1915

Hebrews
2005-07-08

A dissertation on the origin, nature,
functions, and order of the priesthood of
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Christ
1829

The Monthly Packet of Evening Readings
for Members of the English Church
1885

The Church Hymnal
1892

Sermons, by Hugh Blair .. The Fifth Edition
1801

Sermons. (To which is annexed, a short
account of the life and character of the
author, by James Finlayson.).
1801

Protect the Harvest; Defend the Harvester
2016-09-16
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Light and truth: or, Bible thoughts and
themes
1870
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